
Our company is looking for a senior manager, internal communications. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for senior manager, internal communications

Developing standard communications, such as quarterly updates and
organizational announcements, as needed
Understanding business priorities and financial implications, and translating
these effectively to the organization so that they are well understood
Partnering with Marketing and Investor Relations to ensure consistent
communications for team members, customers and shareholders (“One
Voice”)
Ensuring that communications are culturally relevant and appropriate across
the geographies in which we operate
Managing the translation of written communications, as needed, to ensure
global understanding of key messages
Preparing an internal communication response to crisis situations which could
affect team members’ perceptions of the company
Acting as the acknowledged Subject Matter Expert (SME) on communications
in the organization
Build the relevant messaging channels and drive convergence to these
channels
Leverage the appropriate tools/channels, audience-specific copy, and any
relevant supporting materials to maximize impact of all communications
Establish and maintain a general standard for messaging/internal
communications, target groups, and distribution channels to ensure that
relevant audiences are reached and the Service organization is aligned
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Define the country internal communication strategy and plan, aligned on the
global internal communication stakes
Aligned with the business strategy, priorities and country challenges
Acting as a translator of the strategy for all audiences in the country,
checking the understanding with feedback loops and bottom-up
communication
Design and animate the Country President’s communication towards all
employees in the country, including those in the plants and the ones in
acquired companies when any
Support the change and the business transformations,analysing their impact
on people and designing the appropriate communication plan and actions to
support the change management
Design and implement, given the case, the crisis communication plan for the
country, aligned with the corporate process and guidelines


